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Hello again, friends! 

Hope this finds you getting ready to enjoy the change of season after having a 

nice summer. Our family enjoyed some great camping and many get-togethers with 

friends as well. (including our grandson’s first camping trip – he did great!) 

Whether you were travelling or staying home, here are a few things that may 

come in handy while you get back into the groove of the autumn season. 

While we didn’t have a garden this summer, several of our neighbors did, and boy, 

did they have a great crop of tomatoes! Perhaps you did too, and now that you’re 

trying to find space to put away all those jars that you so carefully canned, you’re 

finding that the pantry just doesn’t meet your needs. ARS can help you with some 

roll out shelving options or even plan a better pantry for you. 

While you’re starting to put away the summer clothes, are you finding that your 

closet spaces aren’t as accessible as they used to be? Fall is a great time of year 

to do a bit of closet/storage remodeling to make it easier to find any items you 

may be looking for. 

While the temperatures are starting to drop, this is a perfect time of year to 

improve your entrances to your home. Very often, a simple ramp will ease your 

entrance in/out of your home and all ramps are designed to fit your own unique 

needs and accommodate landscaping projects. 

While the busy holiday season isn’t here yet, it will be upon us sooner than 

expected. Is your kitchen ready for visitors? Are there simple things that may 
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help make your kitchen not only look nice, but work more efficiently? Perhaps it 

may be as simple as tightening up loose cabinets/drawers; or, it may be time for a 

more extensive remodel. ARS can help you with these projects too. 

Fall in Wisconsin is one of the most beautiful seasons we have! While you’re 

enjoying it, please note that this is truly a wonderful time of year to plan ahead 

for upcoming remodeling projects. Even if you’re not thinking of doing a project 

until next year, please feel free to contact us to give you an estimate or even 

share some ideas for making your home more accessible and keeping you 

independent.  

Thank you to so many of our clients for sharing their garden bounty with us! I will 

still be making zucchini bread until December…   

We really appreciate your loyalty and look forward to speaking with you or visiting 

you in your home to share ideas. 

Thanks for reading, 

Becky & Blaine 

Becky and Blaine Rogers 

Adaptive Remodeling Solutions, LLC 

608-234-7440 or adaptiveremodelingsolutions@ymail.com  

Please feel free to check out our website to view past copies of our newsletters! 
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